Design/Display
- 5.45" FullVision™ HD+ with 18.9 Aspect Ratio
- Panda King Glass Screen Protection
- Google® Assistant Button
- Customizable Home Touch Buttons – includes Notifications and Capture+

Interactivity
- Google Assistant – intelligent personal assistant also performs LG-exclusive device-specific tasks
- ECO Playback – lowers brightness of the screen when not actively using the smartphone
- LG UX 8.0 – swipe to explore all apps
- Do Not Disturb – control notifications and alerts received; choose to receive all, none, or only those from a specific priority list
- Knock On™ – double tap the screen to open the home screen
- Content Lock – password protect certain images and videos in Gallery, prevent files from being previewed when linked to a PC*
- Multilanguage Support for Phone & Keyboard Input
- QuickMemo+ – take notes with the ability to choose paper style, pen size, and color, add text with a PC-like tool bar, and more
- QSlide – overlay up to two windows with adjustable sizing and transparency
- Capture+ – write or draw on nearly any screen and schedule memos to appear at certain times or locations
- Battery Saver – restrict apps in the background to save power
- Clip Tray™ – copy multiple items and paste in a clipboard at the bottom of the screen, creating a collection of information to save or send
- Ringtone ID – unique ringtone created for each caller based on phone number
- Smart Cleaning™ – optimize phone storage and test hardware for improved performance

Camera/Video
- 13 MP Auto Focus Rear Camera
- Rear Camera Resolutions: up to 4128 x 3096 pixels
- Front: 5 MP
- Rear: 13 MP

Entertainment
- Video player with Touch Lock, Video Screenshot, and Resume Play Function; supports 3GP, 3G2, MP4, AVI, HEVC, MKV, WebM, FLV, TS, and OGM formats
- Music Player with support for AAC, AAC+, ADPCM, AIF, AMR, eAAC+, FLAC, M4A, MIDI, MP3, Ogg, OPUS, PCM, WAV, and WMA formats
- Accelerometer – control games by turning and tilting

Connectivity
- 4G LTE Network
- Mobile Hotspot
- Mobile Network: 4G LTE Capable
- Technology: 4G LTE Quad-Core
- Network: GSM, UMTS, LTE
- Dimensions: 5.78” (H) x 2.81” (W) x 0.32” (D)
- Weight: 5.29 oz.
- Hearing Aid Compatible (HAC) M3/T3 rating
- Battery Capacity: 3,000 mAh (Non-Removable)
- Mobile Hotspot
- S-GPS and A-GPS for Enhanced Location Accuracy
- Wi-Fi Calling: Voice over Wi-Fi capable, Voice over LTE capable
- Wi-Fi Direct™ – connect directly to devices via Wi-Fi
- Media Sync (MTP) – transfer files or synchronize with Windows® Media Player®
- 4G LTE not available everywhere. 2 USB cables are required. 3 Additional carrier charges may apply.

LG Available Accessories
- Travel Adapter and USB Cable*